Abnormal adenosine 3'.5'-monophosphate stimulation of renal 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D production in hyp mice: evidence that 25-hydroxyvitamin D-1 alpha-hydroxylase dysfunction results from aberrant intracellular function.
Previously we have established that abnormal regulation of renal 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD)-1 alpha-hydroxylase in Hyp mice involves the PTH-adenylate cyclase component of enzyme activation. However, it remains unknown if the muted effects of PTH result from 1) abnormal second messenger production or 2) an intracellular defect limiting enzyme activation. To distinguish between these possibilities, we compared cAMP stimulation of renal 25OHD-1 alpha-hydroxylase in normal, phosphate-depleted normal, and Hyp mice. Administration of N6-monobutyryl cAMP iv (200 mg/kg/day) increased enzyme activity in normal (4.1 +/- 1.7 vs. 40.7 +/- 7.0 fmol/mg kidney.min) and phosphate-depleted mice (13.3 +/- 1.8 vs. 78.2 +/- 10.4) to a level significantly greater than that achieved in Hyp mice (7.4 +/- 1.1 vs. 22.7 +/- 3.6). Moreover, similar to our observations after PTH stimulation, the apparent abnormal cAMP effect did not result from an altered time course of enzyme activation or a rightward shift in the dose response. Collectively, these data indicate that abnormal regulation of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D production in Hyp mice results from aberrant intracellular regulation of 25OHD-1 alpha-hydroxylase, a defect probably related to deranged phosphate transport in the renal tubule.